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big fish audio suite grooves 2 27 is the follow-up to the original suite grooves 2
album released in 1980 and features the same tracks in a set of three. this was a
killer album at the time, and has since gone on to become an iconic document of
the jazz rock fusion scene. the album is also of special importance for tony
williams, who is the only drummer featured on every track (except the last,
where's where's where?, which features steve gadd on drums). new guests on
this album include george napier, tones deff, daniel de los santos, and adrian
belew. the album's title track, "suite groove", was recorded by a different line-up
featuring tony williams, steve gadd, and steve lukather, which would later record
the song for the album journey to the center of the earth. "suite groove" was
originally conceived as a film song, but became the song that would eventually
turn journey to the center of the earth into a movie. the liner notes also feature
reviews of this album by bill milkowski, who also wrote the liner notes for the
original suite grooves album. he was also a musician in the jazz rock fusion scene
during the early to mid 1980s. the liner notes also feature an interview with tony
williams, zev feldman, and kevin gray. this is the true and authorized big fish
audio release of the complete 1982 npr jazz alive! recorded at avery fisher hall in
new york city on june 27, 1982, as part of george weins kool jazz festival. the
show contains an additional 40 minutes not aired on the jazz alive! broadcast,
making this the complete and official release of the entire concert. 
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a portion of the concert was broadcast on the npr program jazz alive! in 1982 and
has been available on unofficial bootlegs, but this is the first official release

authorized by the jaco pastorius estate and contains an additional 40 minutes
which never aired. culled from the original 24-track tape reels, this is the

complete concert from start-to-finish with the sound meticulously restored and
mastered by the original grammy-winning recording engineer from the broadcast,

paul blakemore. recording has been mastered by the legendary kevin gray at
cohearent audio. fans of jaco pastorius can now hear the music as it was recorded
on the very day of the concert and the original recordings from the taping session

have been restored by a grammy-winning engineer who has restored many
albums in his career. this is a must-have for any fan of jaco pastorius and the

music of his time. in addition to the 4 1/4 lp set, a limited edition 3xlp set on 180g
vinyl includes a massive insert with extensive liner notes; rare photos by tom

copi, don hunstein, rene perez, and donna ranieri; essays by acclaimed jazz writer
bill milkowski and producer zev feldman, recording engineer paul blakemore;
interviews with drummer peter erskine, saxophonist bob mintzer, trumpeter
randy brecker, bassist victor wooten, and metallica bassist robert trujillo who

produced the award-winning 2014 documentary jaco. recording has been
mastered by the legendary kevin gray at cohearent audio. jaco served as the

primary organist and a synthesizer performer for weather report, and from the
mid-1980s until his death in september of 1999, he was the "face" of weather

report on record, as well as in live appearances. in 1995, the jaco pastorius
ensemble released master of the grooves, consisting of jacos classic compositions

re-recorded by an extraordinary lineup of musicians including jacos drummer
omar hakim, weather report bassist marcus miller, and keyboardist jeff hamilton.
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